
Protected Against  
Moisture.  Always.

Regardless of what you order, 
every Kimball Hospitality case 
goods piece has had a moisture 
sealed barrier applied to protect 
and add to the longevity of your 
products. 

You want your investment  
to last, and so do we.

Setting a Standard

kimballhospitality.com • 800.634.9510



setting a standard.

Kimball Hospitality prides ourself in the 
highest quality hospitality furniture in the 
industry. Our standards are second to 
none, and you’ll see it in your final product. 
Whether you use Kimball Hospitality 
standards or you specify your own, be rest 
assured, the product you receive will be 
built to the highest quality standards.

Dreams are built by Kimball Hospitality.

Dovetail Construction

Full Extension Guides

Plywood Back Panel

4-Corner English Dovetail Drawer

Feature: Superior joinery locks drawer 
sides together, a mark of high quality and 
fine craftsmanship associated with high end 
residential furniture.

Benefit: Reduces maintenance cost and 
room ‘out of service’ time by minimizing 
drawer failure.

Full Extension Side Mounted Guides

Feature: Entire drawer interior is visible and 
easily accessible, eliminating blind spots and 
dead storage area.

Benefit: Guests will appreciate the high-end 
quality of the smooth, quiet operation and 
full accessibility of the drawer.

Laminate Tops with Solid Wood Trim

Feature: High pressure laminate enhances  
the durability of high wear areas. Solid wood 
trim enhances the look.

Benefit: Holds up against bumps and  
dings of everyday use and requires less  
maintentance to retain exceptional  
appearance.

Veneered Plywood Back Panels

Feature: 3/8″ thick back panel is screwed 
to case, as opposed to 1/4″ hardboard/
pressboard.

Benefit: Structural integrity prevents  
racking/twisting of case while in shipment 
and installation. Reduced risk of breakage. 

Sanded and Sealed Drawers

Feature: Drawer interiors have a smooth, 
protective finish.

Benefit: Clear-coated hardwood drawers 
are easy to clean and stain resistent. 
Protects against liquid damage and 
requires less maintenance/repair.

Hardwood Drawer Sides

Feature: 7-ply adds greater stability and 
strength than vinyl or paper wrapped particle 
board. Appearance is more consistent for 
design consistency.

Benefit: Enhanced, high-end perception  
of property. Eliminates rattling of drawer 
bottoms when in use; consistent with that  
of residential furniture.

our casegood standard.

higher standard.

Full Extension, Undermounted, 
Soft Closing Drawers

Feature: Entire drawer interior is visible and 
easily accessible, eliminating blind spots and 
dead storage area. Glide is completely hidden 
from view, and the soft close feature prevents 
slamming 2 inches from closing.

Benefit: Guests will appreciate the high-end 
quality of the smooth, quiet operation and 
full accessibility of the drawer.

Luxury features, when standard is not 
enough.

Laminate Tops 
w/ Solid Wood Trim

HPL with Solid Wood 
Core Band or PVC Band Back Painted Glass Tops


